Roll your dice to draw a dinosaur!
How to play

You need

1. Everyone rolls three dice. Then swap one • - Pen and paper
of your dice with the other player, so
• - Three six-sided dice per person
everyone still has three dice, but a
(You could ask Google to roll
slightly different three dice.
dice, or use www.rolladie.net)
2. Use your three dice to choose between one
and three dinosaur parts from the list.
Scoring
Adding dice together is allowed. For
example, a player who has 1, 3, and 5
The game ends after three
could get a beak and horns, or feathers
rounds. You get points if you
and huge eyes, or could decide to just get
managed to collect dinosaur
tail spikes. Make a note of the numbers
body parts which are next to each
you chose on your paper.
other in the list. For example, 3,
4, 5 are three numbers all in a
3. Draw your dinosaur parts on your paper!
row.
You could use the template on the next
page, or you could draw on a blank piece
A row of five = 5 points
of paper.
A row of four = 3 points
A row of three = 2 points
Repeat these steps three times, then score.
A row of two = 1 point
The best drawn dinosaur = 1
extra point
Wings

Feathers
Beak
Horns
Huge eyes
Flippers
Scales
Tail spikes
Sharp teeth
Extra legs
Claws

List of
dinosaur
parts!

Playing with more
people
If you have two players, then
you swap one of your dice and
keep two dice.
If you have three players, swap
one dice with one person and
another dice with the other.
If you have more players, sit in
a circle and swap once with the
person on your right and once
with the person on your left.

